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How do practices of "filtering"—technical, racial, cultural, political, environmental, and
otherwise—produce the ecologies of modern life? How might a theory of filtering
encompassing technological and cultural operations better explain the forms of control,
responsibility, and incompetence ordering modern life? We invite papers addressing these
questions from fields including media studies, cultural studies, histories of science and
technology, human-computer interaction, digital humanities and informatics.

We understand filtering as a fundamental technique that enables human and non-human
actors to shape and create environments through differentiation. The environments
emerging from processes of filtering are interconnected and encompass several dimensions.
They are always material, but also invoke the symbolic and social (Cubasch et al 2021;
Razghandi and Yaghmaei 2020). We consider these filtered environments as powerscapes
that are shaped by constellations of interests, entangled agencies and power relations. The
notion of powerscapes addresses filtering not only as a fundamental technique of making
environments but also as techniques that must be open to critique from all involved.
Powerscapes hint at the underlying power and hierarchical structures that emanate from
filtering technologies, as technologies – or “engines” – of differentiation (Irani and Philipp
2018), in situations where different actors, entities and machines interact and share
awareness. We raise the urgent question of how filtering can become responsible filtering
both as a design process and with regard to the resulting socio-technical environment.

Questions on the extent of automation and control (Endsley 2016; Shneiderman 2020) are at
the center of many current and historical filtering technologies and the environments they
create. This holds especially true for industrial production, work spaces, health care
systems, forms of cultural production and circulation as well as the sciences themselves that
were and are subject to the introduction of novel processes and design strategies. The
operationalization of such automated settings requires programmed infrastructures involving
planning/design, materials, people and meaning. A prominent example for such distributed
agencies and acts of delegation is the operation room in the military (see Galison 1994,
Geoghegan 2019), transport or economic settings, where automated tasks and human
control interact in ways that unsettle the cybernetic fantasies of computing and predicting
everything.

By incompetence we not only refer to mistakes or inabilities of human actors. Instead, we
include the limitations of non-human actors. Yet, these limitations stand in a complex
interdependent relationship with the knowledge, skills and embodied experiences that are
made possible or forclosed within filtered environments. Humans are being imbricated in
socio-technical assemblages through particular interfaces and experiences (Bui 2020;



Hassenzahl et al 2021, 2018). Thus, automation may establish its operations by ascribing
specific roles and sets of (delegated, ignored) practices – for instance “corporate
programmers’ code review communication” (Bialski 2019) yet it also discontinues learned
practices required in piloting an aircraft, driving a car or directing a vessel. Thereby,
introducing new forms of human, machinic and automated incompetence. Moreover, by
implementing such complex constellations, devices, designs, platforms and infrastructures
filtering technologies produce comprehensive cultural effects and socio-political
controversies with wide-ranging consequences for inclusion and exclusion of certain
population groups (Irani 2015; Zarsky 2016), in short they effectuate powerscapes. Practices
of collaboration as well as acts of cooperation, delegation and coordination generate
different social groups, often by drawing on biased categories and thereby seem to foster
and engineer globalized social inequalities.

Automation and control through powerscapes and their respective filtering technologies,
hence, are not to be described in terms of a teleological development from early digitization
to advanced formations of digital capture capitalism. Rather, thinking through algorithmically
generated environments requires us to reflect their encompassing effects and productive yet
problematic capacities for living together on a damaged planet (Tsing et al 2017). The
diversity of historical and contemporary filtered environments encourages us to engage the
politico-ethical question of what needs to be automated and not what can be automated (cf.
Tedre 2006).

Furthermore, we are required to scrutinize the multi-faceted effects of algorithmic automation
regarding their racial (Anatasoski and Vora 2019; Benjamin 2019), gender and disability
dimension (Whittaker et al 2019; Goggin et al; Stock, forthcoming) and investigate them in
terms of political, social, economic and natural-cultural consequences. Hence the urgency to
acknowledge the cultural, economic and political underpinnings, active materiality (Bennett
2010) and queer character (Spiel et al 2019a, 2019b) of filtering technologies and forces that
lie at the heart of human-computer-interaction (HCI) and critically frame such operations by
instantiating novel critical perspectives and feminist knowledges (Bardzell 2010).

Such an interdisciplinary way of thinking automation and HCI points to the uncertain
boundaries of computer science, design, the sciences and the humanities (Bardzell and
Bardzell 2016; Geoghegan 2020; Matzner 2019; Miyazaki 2019). Uniting different disciplines
and perspectives allows us to provide new insights and to create awareness of the limits of
automation and control. This could be key for envisioning the fallacies of ubiquitous
computing in order to responsibly co-design future systems and emancipatory applications of
filtering.

The goal of this workshop is a broad and interdisciplinary debate on automation, control and
incompetence. We strive to elaborate the historical and cultural-political dimensions of
automation processes, as well as the current challenges of HCI and technology design in the
face of diverse societies. Against the background of the workshop’s discussion we would like
to bundle recommendations on responsible filtering in a forthcoming position paper.

Hence we aim to discuss questions of filtering, powerscapes, automation, control, and
incompetence from a historical and a contemporary perspective, bringing together
disciplines, like HCI, Design Studies, Media Studies, Science and Technology Studies (STS),



medical humanities, and History of Science and Technology. We invite contributions on the
following topics within the described conceptual framework. However, the list shall function
best as a source of inspiration and not as limitation:

● history of science and knowledge perspectives, cultural and design histories, media
archaeologies of automation, control and incompetence

● conceptual histories of incompetence, deskilling and ignorance in the context of
automation, HCI, AI

● automated decision making (adm) and their transparency, explainability, and
reproducibility in decision making systems and their designs

● human control in human-machine interaction in complex socio-technological systems
● epistemologies of automated processes
● critical HCI design research and experimental design projects addressing issues of

automation, control and incompetence

Abstract Submission

Individual paper submissions should be in the form of abstracts of up to 150 words and a list
of references. Abstracts should include the paper’s main arguments, methods, and
contributions to the workshop. Deadline for submissions is 15 July 2022. Send your abstract
to mario.cypko [at] fu-berlin.de
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